TO: Amy McGrath for Senate
FROM: Garin-Hart-Yang Research Group
DATE: July 14, 2020
RE: Just-completed Kentucky statewide survey

Between July 7 and 12, Garin-Hart-Yang interviewed a representative sample of 800 likely general election voters in Kentucky. The survey, which was conducted on both landlines and cell phones, was fully representative of an expected November 2020 general election by key factors such as gender, age, geography, race, and partisan affiliation. The survey’s margin of error is ±3.5%. The following are the key findings:

1. While the presidential race shows President Trump with a double-digit lead, his advantage has been steadily shrinking over the past several months.

2. The general election for U.S. Senate has Senator McConnell with a lead just outside the margin of error, with the “undecided” voters extremely unlikely to move to the incumbent.
The review of the crucial undecided vote yields these findings; two-thirds rate McConnell’s job performance in negative terms, while (coincidentally) two-thirds feel neutral or are not familiar with Amy McGrath. These results suggest that the “undecideds” (as is the case in most incumbent races) have basically decided who they are NOT voting for, but still feel they do not know the alternatives yet, which is obviously encouraging news for Amy’s future prospects.